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Abstract. Taking out and opening the ordinary multilayer fruit paper bag for fruit
bagging is labor intensive, costly, not efficient, and potentially dangerous to the
operator’s health. There is a high demand to develop a mechanical device for the
operation in Chinese orchards. A novel supplying device based on the manual operated
fruit bag case was proposed. The open hand of the supplying device operates like a
farmer’s hand that can continuously take out amultilayer fruit paper bag one by one, and
open it fully from its inside. Mechanism configuration and dimension parameter of the
open hand were designed based on preliminary tests. The operation functionality of the
supplying device prototype at different driving trajectories and speed was investigated in
the study. The laboratory experimental data indicated that driving trajectory was an
extremely significant factor for efficiently taking out and opening the fruit bag without
sliding off and damage. Driving speed had a beneficial effect on reducing supplying time.
With the synchronous driving trajectory and allowable highmoving speed, the developed
supplying device could achieve more than 90% opening success rate and less than 2-
second opening time. The study showed the potential of the developed mechanical
supplying device for fruit bagging with ordinary multilayer fruit paper bags.

Preharvest fruit bagging has been a pop-
ular physical protection technique in several
countries, such as China, Japan, and the
United States. It is an effective way to
improve fruit appearance, control pests and
diseases, and reduce pesticide residues
(Amarante et al., 2002; Hofman et al., 1997;
Huang et al., 2009; Sharma and Sanikommu,
2018). China is the largest fruit planting and
output area in the world (Wu, 2017). Lower
quality and poor market competitiveness
are concerning problems for Chinese fruit
growers (Zhang, 2017). Fruit bagging is a
favorable solution to raise fruit prices and
increase economic benefits for Chinese
fruit farmers (Guo, 2017; Li et al., 2016;
Matsumoto et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2014;
Zhou et al., 2019). Compared with the single-
layer fruit paper bag, the multilayer fruit
paper bag has been used more widely, be-
cause it provides larger lightproof property
and lower temperature for better coloration
of fruits (Zhao and Wu, 2015). The fruit

bagging process with ordinary multilayer
paper bag consists of the following major
steps: taking out one bag, opening the bag,
putting the young fruit into the bag, and
sealing the upper end of the bag. Because of
the complicated operation process, automatic
fruit bagging machinery suitable for the
ordinary multilayer fruit paper bag is still in
the research phase.

Research on mechanical fruit bagging
machinery for paper fruit bags dates back to
the 1990s (Monta et al., 1995a). Monta et al.

(1995b and Li et al. (2011) developed a
bagging end-effector that could open or close
the bag by pressing two leaf springs, which
were set face to face at the upper end of the
bag. Hua et al. (2016) developed a portable,
low-cost semiautomatic fruit bagging appa-
ratus. The bag was fit with rubber bands along
the rim and four plastic rings on its four
corners, and could be delivered by a screwed
pipe and slid out individually. Xu et al.
(2007) developed an automatic bag-opening
mechanism that could separate piled bags one
by one by using a couple of vacuum sucking
pans, and enlarge the bag inside maximally
through arc fingers. Four wires were set on
the upper end of the bag. Leng (2015)
invented a bag-opening device that could
separate two sides of the bag by magnet
attraction. Many metal wires were set on
the front side of the bag. Zhang (2016)
designed an apple bagging apparatus that
opened the bag by two pneumatic suction
cups.

Most previous studies were based on
robot technology (Fang, 2011; Ge, 2005;
Wang, 2016; Wen et al., 2017), and the
structure of the fruit paper bag has been
improved to simplify the bagging operation.
Those research achievements have not been
widely applied in China because of cost
considerations. According to the special ter-
rain feature of Chinese orchards, a cheap
auxiliary fruit bagging device is more desir-
able and applicable than the expensive auto-
matic fruit bagging robot (Wang et al., 2018).
A type of manually operated fruit bag case
has been widely used in Chinese orchards, as
shown in Fig. 1. The fruit paper bags are set in
the fruit bag case by the spring-driven push
plate and two bottom side plates. The snap
plate on the upper side of the fruit bag case
presses against the crescent of the outermost
bag, so that the upper end of the outermost

Fig. 1. Fruit bag case.
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bag forms a small opening. In the process of
artificial fruit bagging, farmers hang the fruit
bag case on their right side. They first hold
their right hand fingers together to form a
taper, then insert the held fingers into the
outermost bag, and finally pull their hand
outward to take the outmost bag out of the
fruit bag case, and extend the held fingers to
open the bag fully. The device is suitable for
an ordinary single-layer paper bag, but not
the ordinary multilayer fruit paper bag. As
the inner bag of the multilayer paper bag is
every thin and easy to adhere, taking out one
bag and opening it fully by hand is time-
consuming, labor intensive, costly, and it is
easy to bring out a broken bag. In addition, it
is possibly dangerous to the farmers’ health
because their hands need contact with the
inner bag repeatedly. Therefore, there is a
demand for a mechanized method of taking
out and opening the ordinary multilayer fruit
paper bag for fruit bagging.

Existing methods of taking out and open-
ing the fruit paper bag mainly include vac-
uum adsorption, magnetic absorption, and
pressing a leaf spring on the upper end of
the bag. As different layers of the ordinary
multilayer bag were generally bonded at the
side edge and some local points (Zhang,
2009, 2012), those methods are not favorable
to fully open the inner bag to avoid bag
broken problem. To mechanize the taking
out and opening operation for the ordinary
multilayer fruit paper bag, the primary goal
of the study was to develop a bag supplying
device based on the previously described
manually operated fruit bag case. The spe-
cific objectives of the study were to 1) pro-
pose a mechanism configuration scheme of
the bag supplying device and determine its
critical structure parameters; and 2) investi-
gate functionality and practicality of the de-
veloped mechanical bag supplying device
through laboratory experimentation.

Materials and Methods

Working method of the bag supplying
device. The designed prototype diagram of
the bag supplying device is shown in Fig. 2
(Xia et al., 2018). The fruit bag case is the
same as that shown in Fig. 1. The open hand
works as a farmer’s hand. The preopen fan

can blow the outmost bag in the fruit bag case
to a certain open size for easily inserting the
open hand. The open hand driven by the XZ-
axis drive unit first moves to the work origin
O with initial folded state, where the sym-
metrical center of the open hand is consistent
with the center of the outmost bag in the fruit
bag case. Then the open hand moves down
into a certain depth of the outermost bag,
pulls the outermost bag out of the fruit bag
case, extends the bag fully to an unrecover-
able deformation, and takes the opened bag to
the bag supplying box. Finally, the open hand
moves back to its work origin position again
for the next bag.

Design of the open hand. The open hand
is the key component of the bag supplying
device, and has three symmetrical opening
rods, as shown in Fig. 3. The slider X is
fixed connect with the guiding rod. The
slider Z can move along the guiding rod to
drive the three opening rods open or with-
draw. The connection relationships be-
tween the slider Z and the opening rod, the
linkage rod and the opening rod, the linkage
rod and the limit slider are all hinge con-
straints. The limit stopper is fixed connect at
the bottom of the guiding rod. Relative
sliding of the limit slider relative to the
guiding rod is a redundant df, which would
be eliminated if the limit slider is restricted
by the limit stopper.

Mechanism configuration state of the
open hand with one opening rod in the fruit
bag supplying process is shown in Fig. 4. At
the initial state, as shown in Fig. 4A, the open
hand stays at its original position, which is
above the center of the fruit paper bag, the
end of the opening rod gathers around the
guiding rod, and the limit slider stays above
the limit stopper. For entering into the inside
of the fruit paper bag, the slider Z and limit
slider move downward a stroke of szi along
the guiding rod synchronously, until the limit
slider is blocked by the limit stopper, as
shown in Fig. 4B. For taking out and opening
the fruit bag, the slider Xmoves a stroke of sx,
the slider Z moves down a stroke of szo. In
this process, the limit slider remains at the
bottom of the guiding rod and the opening rod
extends to open the bag, as shown in Fig. 4C.

The main parameters of the open hand are
marked as shown in Fig. 4. The initial
distance of the limit stopper above the center
of the paper fruit bag is H0, as shown in
Fig. 4A. On the opening rod, the AB segment
represents as l1, BD segment represents as l3,
the angle between AB and BD represents as
d. The length of the linkage rod BC repre-
sents as l2. In Fig. 4A and B, the initial angle
of the opening rod relative to the guiding rod
is a0, the initial angle of the linkage rod
relative to the guiding rod is b0, the initial
distance of the slider Z relative to the limit
stopper is h, and the initial force transmission
angle of the point B is gBh. As shown in
Fig. 4C, at the opened state, the angle
between the opening rod and the guiding
rod is a, the angle between the linkage rod
and the guiding rod is b, the distance between
the endpoint D of the opening rod and the

bottom of the fruit bag is H, the opened radius
of the endpoint D on the opening rod is r. A
smaller gB is favorable for keeping the initial
folded state of the opening rod, whereas a
larger gB is valuable for extending the open-
ing rod to the opened state. According to the
force transmission requirements of the open
hand at different states, here gB takes 45�. For
reducing l3 and overall size of the open hand,
there is: a0 <b0.

If b0 = 2a0, then a0 = 15�; b0 = 30�.
According to Fig. 4, we can obtain the

following relationships:

l1 sina – l2 sin b = 0 [1]

l1 sina0 = l2 sinb0 = l3 sinðd – a0Þ [2]

l1 sina + l3 sinða – dÞ = r [3]

For fully opening a typical type of double-
layer fruit paper bag with a size of 170 mm
width and 210 mm height, based on manual
preliminary experiment, H0 sets as 20 mm,
and H sets as 10 mm, r sets as 57 mm due to
maximum open requirement of the open
hand, and l3takes as 237 mm, there exists:

l3 · cosða – dÞ – l2 · cos b = 220 [4]

Calculated from Eq. [1] to Eq. [4], there
are:

l1 = 55mm

l2 = 29mm

d = 18�

a = 26�

b = 59�

The opening rod is a key part that
directly contacts and deforms the fruit
paper bag. To ensure the bottom of the
open hand can easily insert into the fruit
bag, and achieve a good deformation effect,
a circular arc extension surface was
designed based on the preliminary tests,
as shown in Fig. 5. For easily entering the
bag without breaking the inner layer, and
maintaining adequate friction to avoid the
bag sliding off, proper material of the
extension surface is a concerning problem.
Contact effects of different extension sur-
face materials were evaluated, which
showed that more elastic material, like
rubber, had a large contact friction coeffi-
cient with the inner layer of the fruit bag,
which would lead to the high possibility of
large deformation or even rupture of the
inner paper bag. Material with higher ri-
gidity, like aluminum alloy, had a small
contact friction coefficient with the inner
layer of the fruit bag, which would enhance
the possibility of the fruit bag sliding off
the extension surface. Polylactide (PLA)
material was chosen as the extension sur-
face material based on the preliminary
comparison experiments.

Fig. 2. Prototype diagram of the bag supplying
device.
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Bag supplying device validation. A labo-
ratory prototype of the supplying device was
fabricated based on previous design, as shown
in Fig. 6. The XZ-axis drive unit consisted of
two sets of 57BYGH748 stepper motor and
M542-05motor driver, which could accurately
slide X to a maximum stroke of 500 mm, and
slide Z to amaximum stroke of 300mm. It was
commanded by a motion controller (TC55

four-axis controller). The TYD-89 fruit bag
case suitable for �130 to 175-mm width and
�160 to 225-mm height fruit paper bag was
adopted. Based on the preliminary test, instal-
lation angle of the preopen fan revolve center
relative to the horizontal plane was set at�45�.
The preopen fan was driven by a 130-2295-38
DC vane motor, the speed of which could be
adjusted by the PWM DC motor speed regula-

tor (FC2541; Telesky, Shenzhen, China) from
0 to 15000 r/min. At the speed of 8000 r/min,
the blown transverse preopen distance of the
bag was about 45 mm, which was enough for
the open hand easily entering into the bag. The
programmable smart timer (SM5D, SUHED,
Shenzhen, China) was used for recording the
operation time. The work origin of the open
hand was set to be the same with the origin of
the XZ-axis drive unit. A type of double-layer
fruit paper bagwith 170mmwidth and 210mm
height was selected for the test, as shown in
Fig. 6. It is suitable for fruit bagging agronomic
requirements of�40 to 60-mm-diameter young
fruit, such as mango, pear, apple, or peach.

The whole motion trajectory of the open
hand includes two stages. The first stage,①, is
entering into the inside of the fruit bag with the
initial folded state, and the second stage, ②, is
taking out and opening the fruit bag, as shown in
Fig. 7. Based on the preliminary test, 200mmof
szi is suitable for the open hand entering into
enough depth of the fruit bag, 60mm of sx is the
minimum stroke for extending the multilayer
fruit paper bag out of the fruit bag case, and
20mm of szo is proper for fully opening the fruit
bag from the inside. For the second stage,②, the
motion trajectory can be designed as a sloping
line, circular, and polyline. Through program-
ming at the motion controller, the open hand
was driven at a different trajectory and speed.

For investigating the influence of the driving
trajectory and speed, three types of trajectories
and six levels of driving speed were determined
as the test factors, as shown in Table 1. Three
times repeated test for the two factors were
conducted. The bag supplying effects was
evaluated by the supplying success rate h (%)
and supplying time ts (s). The supplying success
rate h (%) was defined by Eq. [5], and the
supplying time ts (s) was determined by Eq. [6].

h =
ns
n
·100% [5]

ts =
T

n
·100% [6]

where ns is the number of the fruit paper bags
that were taken out of the fruit bag case and
opened to an unrecoverable deformation with-
out damage or sliding off in one experiment; T
is the bag supplying time recorded by the
smart time in one experiment; and n is the
tested total number of bags in one experiment.

In each experiment, 30 fruit paper bags
were continuously taken out and opened in
one experiment. The average fruit bag sup-
plying success rate h (%) and supplying time
ts (s) at different factor levels were compared
by analysis of variance at the significance
level of P < 0.05 (Duncan’s method).

Results and Analysis

The mean supplying success rate curves
are shown in Fig. 8. With increase of the
driving speed, the supplying success rate
decreased correspondingly. When the driving
speed grew from 25 mm/s to 400 mm/s, the

Fig. 3. Prototype diagram of the open hand.

Fig. 4. Configuration state change of the open hand with one opening rod. (A) Initial state of the open hand
at the original position; (B) the open hand entering into the fruit paper bag with initial folded state; and
(C) the open hand extending state.
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supplying success rate reduced from 97.0%
to 91.1% for the sloping line trajectory, from
97.8% to 87.8% for the circular trajectory,
and from 77.8% to 71.11% for the polyline
trajectory. Variance analysis results illus-
trated the influence of driving speed on the
supplying success rate for each trajectory was
insignificant. This might mainly attribute to
the flexible and large nonlinear deformation
characteristic of the fruit paper bag during the
supplying process. It implies that driving
speed does not have significant influence on
the equivalent stress distribution and overall
deformation of the fruit paper bag.

Main effect analysis on the mean supply-
ing success rate is shown in Fig. 9. It indicated
that polyline trajectory resulted in the lowest
mean percentage of 73.45%, whereas the
sloping line and circular obtained 95.35%
and 90.56%, respectively. The statistical anal-
ysis revealed supplying success rate of the
polyline trajectory was significantly lower
than that of the sloping line and circular
trajectory, whereas there was no significant

difference between the sloping line and circu-
lar trajectory. It was found from the supplying
process that the fruit bag slipping off the open
hand without being opened timely was the
most failure phenomenon. For the sloping line
and circular trajectory, the slider X and slider
Z of the open hand were driven by the XZ-
driving unit synchronously. For the polyline
trajectory, the slider X was first driven to a
certain stroke, then the slider Z was driven to a
certain stroke later. It indicated the synchro-
nous drive could contribute to higher supply-
ing success rate than the single axis
independent drive method.

Themean supplying time curves are shown
in Fig. 10. They indicated the higher driving
speed is beneficial for reducing the supplying
time. When the driving speed increased from
25 mm/s to 400 mm/s, the supplying time
decreased from 9.15 s to 1.47 s with the
polyline trajectory, from 8.49 s to 0.84 s with
the sloping line trajectory, and from 7.76s to
0.72 s with the circular trajectory. The statis-
tical analysis indicated driving speed was an
extremely significant influence factor on sup-
plying time for each trajectory, although when
the driving speed was more than 200 mm/s,
variation of the supplying time for each
driving trajectory is not obvious. When the
driving speed rose from 200 mm/s to 400 mm/
s, the supplying time reduced from 1.04 s to
0.84s for the sloping line trajectory, from 1.81
s to 1.47 s for the polyline trajectory, and from
1.09 s to 0.72 s for the circular trajectory. In
addition, it was found that when the driving
speed was higher than 300 mm/s, there was
excessive vibration of the open device.

The main effect analysis on the supplying
time is shown in Fig. 11. It indicated the
polyline trajectory spent the largest average
supplying time of 3.31 s, whereas the sloping
line and circular used 2.34 s and 2.17 s

individually. The statistical results indicated
supplying time of the polyline trajectory was
significantly larger than that of the sloping
line and circular trajectories, whereas there
was no significant difference between the
sloping line and circular trajectories.

Overall, this analysis indicated that the
sloping line and circular trajectories are
optimal for the high supplying success rate
and less supplying time. For avoiding me-
chanical vibration of the supplying device,
and achieving high efficiency, the ideal
driving speed is �175 mm/s to 250 mm/s.
With the preferable driving trajectory and
speed, the developed supplying device can
achieve more than 90% supplying success
rate and less than 2 s supplying time in the
laboratory environment. Except sliding off
the open hand, there appeared to be little
tearing problem on the bottom bonding area
of the paper fruit bag in the test. This problem
mainly came from large deviation between
initial center of the paper fruit bag and
symmetrical center of the open hand, which
leads to nonuniform stress and deformation
of the fruit paper bag during the supplying
process. Therefore, further improvement
study will be conducted to enhance the
stability of the supplying device, and achieve
a high center position precision when the
open hand is inserted into the fruit paper bag.
In addition, the automatic supplying device
will be mounted onto a field wagon and tested
in the orchard.

Conclusion

Fruit bagging with an ordinary multilayer
paper bag includes complicated operation
steps. Most previous studies on automatic
fruit bagging machines were based on robotic
technology for improved fruit paper bag.
Those methods are costly and suitable for
large-scale fruit planting. In Chinese or-
chards, cheap auxiliary fruit bagging appara-
tus for manual operation is more desirable.
Thus, a novel mechanical supplying device
for ordinary multilayer fruit paper bag that
can automatically pick out one bag and open
it fully from its inside was developed and
tested in the study. Key parameters and
structure of the device were designed based

Fig. 5. Construction of the opening rod.

Fig. 6. Laboratory prototype of the supplying
device.

Fig. 7. Motion trajectory. (A) Sloping line trajectory for the second stage; (B) circular trajectory for the
second stage; and (C) polyline trajectory for the second stage.

Table 1. Test factor and level.

Level

Factor

Trajectory Speed (mm/s)

1 Sloping line 25
2 Circular 100
3 Polyline 175
4 250
5 325
6 400
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on the preliminary test. A set of functionality
verification experiments were conducted in
the laboratory. The test results showed that
the driving trajectory is an extremely signif-
icant factor for successful supplying of the
bag without damage or sliding off problems,

whereas its influence on the supplying time is
insignificant. Compared with the single axis
driving trajectory as polyline, the synchro-
nous drive trajectories like sloping line and
circular resulted in fewer problems of sliding
off and achieved more than 90% supplying

success rate. Bag supplying time highly de-
pends on the driving speed, 175 mm/s to 250
mm/s were suitable for the supplying device
running smoothly, and achieved less than 2-s
supplying time, although influence of the
driving speed on the supplying success rate
is not significant.

The study showed the developed supplying
device can take out and open the ordinary
multilayer fruit paper bag from its inside at the
same time, and keep the inner and outer layers
of the multilayer fruit paper bag a uniform
opening, which is conducive to improving the
work efficiency and success rate for fruit bag
supplying. It has good feasibility and applica-
bility for supplying opened ordinary multi-
layer fruit paper bags continuously for the
manual bagging operation. For further enhanc-
ing its supplying success rate, its structure
stability and driving precision would be im-
proved in the later study.
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